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Statutory Declaration
I, Agnatuk, Johnny Mark (1966-03-15) Inujuak
(Name, first name, adress, birth date)

I do solemnly declare that,
Meeting with Annick Wylde, investigation agent from the Viens Inquiry Commission, on 12 June 2018,
in Inujuak.
Q1: Which service you want to speak about?
A1: About the health board in Kuujjuaq and also the KRPF police brutality and also the court they force
me to plaid guilty and I could have lawyers to represent me I represented myself and I beat the case.
Q2: What year are the events?
A2: KRPF is 2013. My girlfriend and I argued and somebody called the police and my girlfriend wasn’t
there and they took all my children and knowing no interpreter and they treat my children like as
molestation and with no interpreter my child was taken by the KRPF and they put them in a room to
sleep and providing an interpreter, they were forced to speak about the situation all day and they didn’t
even give them anything to drink , they were hidden in the sergeant office being forced to speak about
what had happened at night and nothing had happened so finally they were able to release him after
one of the children starting crying on going crying and then they were searching for everything they
could charge him for when they could find anything to charge him concerning is children they went to
is house and look at is rifle to see if they are on safety when they found out that they were not on safety
they had found a reason to charge him. From there he was trying to find a lawyer that’s come from
North to try to understand, he could charge the police. And the lawyer
said I only take your
case if you plaid guilty, all the circuit court asks me to plaid guilty. I could go nowhere, I was really
isolated and incarcerated at that time I could go nowhere. I wrote so many letters to the crown attorney,
the justice department in Quebec and I finally got an answer from the justice department in Quebec
City, somebody find it, I finally find a lawyer and instead they force me to plaid guilty again, so I tell
him I do it myself, and I asked the correctional service Amos detention to give me the criminal code of
Canada and I could study while I’m waiting for the court, so I defend myself and I defended all the
cases.
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I wrote many many letters to the crown attorney, they never respond to it , all the things that they were
responding was Mister Johnny mark Agnatuk plaid guilty , you get over it it's better .
Q3: What charges did you have?
A3: Terrorist firearms but I never took , the judge drop the case but the lawyers said to plaid guilty
even all the Nunavik and Ungava lawyers and St Jerome Lawyers said these people could not treat
you this way, They are different Lawyers you know , they work for the government they take care of
the people and they treat you differently , one of the lawyers didn’t accept so he goes around and a
couple of phone calls and started moving things , that’s been happening in that case , I wanted to
express myself about its ok ,about my case but my children were treated like, I was I child molester
by the cops and to be hurt you know . They were scared and terrified and now they don’t want to see.
Each time they see a policeman they run away and that’s not acceptable.
Q4: They are afraid of the police officer since the event?
A4: Since they were put in the room all day?
Q5: Did you press charges?
A5: I was willing to do something about it so they work together you know especially with the crow
attorney, I tried everything and my letters didn’t go well, I even have a hard time to sending out a letter
I’m going thereafter. I’m almost finished with these and this had to be heard, I have no more lawyers
so I could start the procedure and do the rest but they still refusing because I wanted to go home to
the funeral of my mother s death cause I know, I’ve been incarcerated many times and it's been twentyfour years in and out of my life and I know the procedure, if the direct family dies you have to go it’s in
the law book so, I wanted to do something for this.
Q6: How did you feel?
A6: I’m still hangry inside today because he was not allowed to go say goodbye to his mother but what
happened was , it was accepted all the way but one morning two to three in the morning guards never
normally open the door that time and there were four guards in my cell to tell me that I’m not going,
they ask me just a few hours ago , just before lock up time , they said to me to pack everything so I
could go see my mother's funeral but two or three in the morning , I taught they ask to dress up to go
to the airport but it’s all turn around and said , you're not going Johnny Mark .
Q7: When was that?
A7: 2014 September 25 and I was supposed to go there the 27th
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Q8: You asked all the procedures at the Correctional center?
A8: Yes everything was accepted but at two to three in the morning no one come around there open
the door and tell me that I’m not going to you know that thing I wanted to have a leave of absence but
the lawyers don’t want to represent me any more, they can’t any more, I could do it on my own now
and I want this to be heard. This is my problem. It’s my concern .The other thing it’s the circuit court is
discriminated me and I even communicated with the human rights lawyer in Val D’Or but she doesn’t
want to talk to me and they communicated each other outside the office, the way that I see it it's I'm
sure they all family. The justice department.
Q9: When you say that you’ve been discriminated can you explain it?
A9: I was left alone and forced to plaid guilty, I could talk to the crown attorney, I could talk to a lawyer
then, I was trying to ask from this criminal code of mine with
the Lawyer and she knows
exactly that I cannot directly call a crown attorney myself if I do I’m going to get charges for it and it’s
in the law book and she force me to plaid guilty force me to call myself to the crow to get charges. And
I know myself not to directly call, if I don’t have a practice lawyer, I know these things a little bit.
Q10; How many times did you ask for a lawyer?
A10: Many times, I wrote letters and they gave me my history of myself but the letters that I send them,
I ask to include it they didn’t give it to me. So these are the three issues that I wanted to talk about the
police, correctional and the circuit court. The police being brutal to his children forcing them to stay in
the office. Are daughter whose fourteen years old was being bribed by the court worker to speak out
they were trying to pay her in order for her to speak and she refused and not talk about it”
Q11: What’s the name of your Children?
A11: Michelle, Victoria and Bobby.
Q12: Did they contact the DYP?
A12: No they didn’t even bother to get the youth protection or interpreter, and even my girlfriend was
a victim of the police but they didn’t even wanted to talk to her even the court didn’t even want to talk
to her to defend me, she was with me all the way she couldn’t even fly with her the cop pick her up no
interpreter nothing, I wanted to go somewhere about this I want this out of my mind if there is a justice
something to be done there. I know you’re not here to judge anybody but maybe you could go higher
later from here.
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I was provided the Makivik president
for lawyers and we arrived at the commissions and
I still waiting for him to find me a lawyer and I think he forgot me.
Q13: You still don’t have a Lawyer to represent you in court?
A13: No. I always feel unwelcome by the court workers because when they coming to town, I tried to
go ask them to inquire from them how I should do it, they don’t welcome me, I feel like I’ve been
prejudged.
I won two important cases and the other case went in front of the jury, it was hard but I can’t manage,
you know but the first part was hard on me.
Q14: How do you feel?
A14: I feel that I let it go, you know, at least somebody heard me, and I feel better since I take healing
session with a men's group and he also goes out hunting and cry, getting better, that’s the important
thing that I wanted to say and I know how I’ve been treated many times but I have to let it go and that
is all.
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